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Abstract. The design of physical and mechanical characteristics of thin
isotropic nonhomogeneous (partly-homogeneous) plates of limited size
according to the degree low lead to the construction of solution for the
separate system of differential equations on the given initial conditions,
boundary conditions and the conditions of thermomechanical contact in
the connecting plains. Let one end of the plates is under the actions of
the spasmodic heat regime, or the heat sources act on the plane part
according to the spasmodic law. The stationary state of system is de-
scribed by the functions depending on functional series consisting of the
combination of the trigonometric and Bessel functions. Since we deal
easier with functions than with series we encounter with the problem of
function series summation. The article is devoted to the summation of
just such series by the method of finite hybrid integral transforms Hankel
2-Hankel 2-Fourier, Hankel 1-Hankel 2-Fourier, Fourier-Hankel 2-Hankel
2, . . . [1].
By the Cauchy’s method for the separate system of the ordinary differ-
ential equations we have constructed the solution of the corresponding
boundary problem in the case of general assumption on the differen-
tial and connected operators. The condition of the nonlimited solving
and the structure of the general solution for the boundary problem have
been written in the explicit form. On the other hand solution of this
problem has been constructed by the method of the finite hybrid inte-
gral transforms. Since this problem has one and only one solution we
may compare the first solution with the second and, as a result, get the
sums of functional series.
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1 Introduction
There are many engineering problems, which occur in design and calculate of
stability for machine constructive elements, in the designing engineer structure
and in the research of kinetic for physical and chemical processes. Since the
constructive elements is under action of instantaneous heat-stroke and after it
are work in stationary state, one would like to know the value of stationary heat
strength. This problem is very impotent with respect to composite materials. The
stationary state of system is described by the functions depending on functional
series consisting of the combination trigonometric and Bessel functions. Since
we deal easier with functions than with series we encounter with the problem of
function series summation.
Let us describe our reasoning on the next heat problems.
Problem 1. Let heat characteristics of thin isotropic plate
Π = {r : r ∈ (0, R), R < +∞}
are designed according to the continuous law. If one end r = 0 of the plate Π
is under action of the spasmodic heat regime, other end r = R is under zero
temperature. The structure problem of non-stationary heat field in this plate
lead to mathematical construction in region
D = {(t, r) : t > 0, r ∈ Π}
of finite solution for heat equation
∂T
∂t
+ χ2T − ∂
2T
∂r2
= 0, t > 0
on boundary conditions
T |r=0 = S+(t), T |r=R = 0
and zero initial condition. Note S+(t) =
{
1, t > 0,
0, t ≤ 0.
Solution of this problem is















The stationary state is described by function
TST. = lim
t→∞
















S1 = 0, S1|r=0 = 1, S1|r=R = 0.
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Problem 2. Let now heat characteristics of thin isotropic plate are designed
according to the linear law. The structure problem of non-stationary heat field in



















, T |r=R = S+(t)
and zero initial condition. Solution of this problem is


































where Iν(x) – modify Bessel function of the first kind of order ν.















, S2|r=R = 1.
Problem 3. Let us consider the finite thin plate
Π1 = {r : r ∈ (0, R1) ∪ (R1, R2), R2 <∞}
with continuous heat characteristics on the first part and linear heat character-
istics on the second part. The structure problem of non-stationary heat field in
this plate lead to mathematical construction in region
D1 = {(t, r) : t > 0, r ∈ Π1}























T2 = 0, χ2 > 0, t > 0, r ∈ (R1, R2)


























Solution of this problem is








































× [ω3(λn)N0(β2nr) − ω2(λn)J0(β2nr)].




2 − a21χ21, β2n = λn, βjn = a−1j βjn, j = 1, 2,
ω1(λn) = J1(β2nR2)N0(β2nR1)−N1(β2nR2)J0(β2nR1),
ω2(λn) = (R0β1n cosβ1nR1 + sinβ1nR1)N1(β2nR2),
ω3(λn) = (R0β1nR1 + sinβ1nR1)J1(β2nR2).
If (a21χ
2
1 − a22χ22) ≥ 0 then β1n = λn, β2n =
√




























[K1(χ2R2)I0(χ2r) + I1(χ2R2)K0(χ2r)]≡S4(r, χ),








− χ2chχ1R1 (I0(χ2R1)K1(χ2R2) + I1(χ2R2)K0(χ2R1)) ,
∆1(χ) = −ν1χ22(R0χ1shχ1R1 + chχ1R1)(I1(χ2R1)K1(χ2R2)− I1(χ2R2)×
×K1(χ1R1)) + χ1χ2chχ1R1(I0(χ2R1)K1(χ2R2)− I1(χ2R2)K0(χ2R1)),














ω4(λn) = ω22(λn)(J0(β2nR1) + J1(β2nR1)) − 2ω2(λn)ω3(λn)[J0(β2nR2)×
×N0(β2nR1) + J1(β2nR1)N1(β2nR1)] + ω23(λn)[N20 (β2nR1) +N21 (β2nR1)].
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My research is devoted to the summation of just such series by the method
of finite hybrid integral transforms.
By the Cauchy’s method for the separate systems of the ordinary differen-
tial equations we have constructed the solution of the corresponding boundary
problem in the case of general assumption on the differential and connected op-
erators. The condition of the non-limited solving and the structure of the general
solution for the boundary problem have been written in the explicit form. On
the other hand solution of this problems has been constructed by the method of
the finite hybrid integral transforms. Since this problems has one and only one
solution we may compare the first solution with the second and, as a result, get
the sums of functional series.
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